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Jan-Egil Presthus, Director of the Norwegian
Bureau for the Investigation of Police Affairs

Foreword
“There is no doubt
that there would have
been fewer criminal
proceedings against
police employees if police
managers had acted
differently when receiving
information giving clear
grounds for concern.”

S

sed in the article are intended to provide

exceptionally are there grounds for penal-

a basis for reflection and discussion by the

ties when we see that the case could and

police on what constitutes sound manage-

should have been dealt with otherwise.

ment. Cases dealt with by the Bureau may
give the impression that police managers

From the establishment of the Bureau in

are reluctant to take action when they re-

2005 until 2013, 84 employees of the police

ceive information indicating that an officer

or prosecuting authority were convicted of

may be breaching regulations in the cour-

one or more acts committed in the course

se of his or her duties or behaving in a man-

of their duties, such as corruption, unlawful

ner inappropriate for a police employee

use of force, sexual abuse and gross lack of

when off duty. There is no doubt that the-

judgment. Seventy-four convictions of po-

re would have been fewer criminal proce-

lice employees for traffic offences during

edings against police employees if police

the same period have not been taken into

managers had acted differently when re-

account. Of the 84 convicted employees,

ceiving information providing clear grounds

20, in addition to other penalties, were re-

for concern.

lieved of their posts in the police service.
During the same period, corporate penalti-

ince 2008, the Norwegian Bureau for

The Bureau is sometimes criticised for its as-

es were imposed on police units on 19 oc-

the Investigation of Police Affairs has

sessment of criminal liability in relation to

casions. Viewed in relation to the general

issued an annual report containing

police conduct. In 2013, a lawyer writing

law-abidingness in society and the role of

statistical information and articles on the

in the police journal Politiforum submitted

the police, it may be submitted that the Bu-

work of the Bureau. It is our impression that

that the Bureau was too strict, and referred

reau’s cases too frequently give grounds

the report is primarily read by employees of

to the number of acquittals during recent

for penalties, and that attention should be

the police and prosecuting authority and

years in cases concerning use of force. On

given to this matter.

by journalists.

the other hand, the newspaper Dagsavisen and certain other news media have

As far as legislation allows, the Bureau at-

Several of the topics raised in the present

expressed the view that the Bureau is too

tempts to facilitate transparency on the

report, such as incidents in custody, discipli-

lenient in its assessments of police conduct.

cases dealt with, and began in 2013 to publish abstracts of decisions on all cases on

ne in communications and report of search, have been dealt with previously by the

In 2013, 94% of the complaints dealt with

its website. The abstracts, which are read

Bureau. The reason for re-addressing the-

were dismissed. The Bureau takes all ca-

by a number of interested journalists, have

se topics is that many issues crop up perio-

ses seriously, and has a low threshold for in-

not resulted in many reactions. It is our im-

dically and there is a need to call attention

itiating investigations. There may often be

pression that those who read the abstracts

to potential improvements.

reasons for criticising the police, but condu-

understand that the proportion of unprose-

ct deserving criticism is nevertheless rarely

cuted cases must be very high.

One of the articles in the report concerns

subject to penalties. Penalties are imposed

police management. The questions rai-

in relation to clear norm violations, and only
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Analysis of Cases
concerning
Use of Force
In connection with a Master’s study in Police Science at the Police University College,
Special Investigator Jens Ørbæk is analysing all criminal cases decided during 2013
concerning allegations of “unnecessary use of force”. The Master’s thesis will be com
pleted in spring 2015 at the latest. Ørbæk has worked as an investigator at the Bureau
since 2005 and, prior to this, had 15 years’ varied operational experience of police work.
Text: Special Investigator Jens Ørbæk,
Norwegian Bureau for the Investigation
of Police Affairs

USE OF FORCE BY THE POLICE – A BREACH

first two months (when decisions have been

OF TRUST OR NECESSARY AND JUSTIFIABLE?

made) have been reviewed and analysed

The right of the police to use force is laid

for the country as a whole. The preliminary

down in section 6 of the Police Act –

observations are based on a relatively small

“The police may apply such force as is

sample (N=30), and the characteristics and

necessary and appropriate during the

data focused on here are therefore those

performance of their duties”. In addition

of a general nature that seem clear. In

to investigating and deciding allegations

order to clarify the dimensions of the data

of unnecessary use of force, the Bureau is

examined, the analysis is divided into the

responsible for ensuring transfer of experi-

following sections:

ence to the Norwegian Police Directorate
and the Police University College. The

I - Formal characteristics

Director of the Bureau therefore decided in

When and where did the reported offence

2013 to carry out a “use of force analysis” in

take place – and who are the parties? So

order to gain more knowledge of this type

far, no significant variations have been

of case1.

found associated with seasons, months,
days of the week or 24-hour days. There are

The use of force analysis:

no marked differences between urban and

The survey is a quantitative analysis of a

rural areas as regards complaints of unne-

selection of criminal cases within the limits

cessary use of force. Fifty per cent of the

“from physical contact by police to use of

incidents occurred in the town centres of

a baton”. It will consist of approximately

large towns (Oslo, Stavanger, Bergen and

200 decisions to prosecute made in 2013

Trondheim). When population density and

and approximately 400 police interviews of

incident frequency are taken into conside-

aggrieved persons and suspects. So far, the

ration, this is as expected.

Basis of the Master’s thesis “Use of force by the police – a breach of trust or necessary and justifiable?”,
supervisor: Gunnar Thomassen, Police University College.

1

5

A total of 44 persons were treated as

as expected in view of the types of incident

a larger sample. Descriptions that can be

suspects. Of these, 42 were men and two

and situation referred to. The fact that six

interpreted as “prone position”, occurred

were women. The average age2 of the

incidents took place during traffic duty was

in five out of 30 incidents. This topic was

suspects was 33 years, while the median

more unexpected, although some of these

previously assessed administratively by the

value (the middle ranked value) was 31

involved driving under the influence.

Bureau, and new guidelines were issued to
police districts owing to dangers associa-

years. The youngest suspect was 21 years of
III - Use of force and consequent injuries

ted with the prone position. Blows by police

What use of force was reported? Were

officers “reported blows” (in principle only

There were 30 aggrieved persons, of which

the police principles for dialogue and

authorised when in self-defence) were

24 were men and six women. The average

use of force “employ weaker means first”

alleged to have occurred in eight out of 30

age of aggrieved persons was 35, while

complied with (see section 6, first and

cases. In some cases, blows were assessed

the median value was 34. The youngest

second paragraph, of the Police Act)? In

as self-defence in the prosecution decision,

aggrieved person was 16 years of age and

17 out of 30 cases, “caution and regulati-

while, in other cases, no evidence of blows

the oldest 78.

on” or “repeated caution and regulation”

was found.

age while the oldest was 54.

was issued before use of force by the
II - Incident type and location category

police. In four cases, this was “assessed to

In 21 out of 30 cases, “physical injury/

In what categories of location did the re-

be insufficient/inappropriate”. As regards

discomfort” was reported. This referred

ported incidents occur and what incident

employment of “weaker means before

mainly to “minor physical injuries” such as

types did they belong to?

stronger”, this was carried out in 17 out of

“only bruising/swelling” and “only sores/

30 incidents. In four cases, it was recorded

cuts” or “several minor injury types”. In five

So far, no significant differences have been

that weaker means were “assessed to be

out of 30 cases, “major physical injuries”

observed between “public area”, “private

insufficient/inappropriate”.

were recorded. Consequent injuries were

area” and “police vehicle/area”.

then stated to be fractures in fingers, rib
The uses of force (arrest techniques and

fractures and one case of myocardial

Fourteen out of 30 incidents occurred in

methods) reported were evenly distributed,

infarction.

connection with public order duty, which is

and must be further analysed in relation to

(continues)

2

In small samples, average age is more susceptible to extreme values than the median value.
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IV - Police conduct and communication

VI - Motive

“dropped owing to a lack of reasonable

What factors are associated with police

Are there other reasons for the aggrieved

grounds for investigation”. In 20 out of 30

conduct and communication? The point

person’s complaint? In 19 out of 30 cases,

cases, the result was “dropped on the gro-

of departure here is the requirements laid

the aggrieved person himself had been re-

unds that no criminal liability was proved”.

down in section 5-2 of the Police Instructi-

ported in the police matter. There appears

This requires clear contraindications that

ons concerning “conduct in the course of

to be little desire to damage one’s own

a criminal act has taken place. One case

duty”. So far, the survey indicates that the

case. It appears that aggrieved persons

was “dropped owing to insufficient eviden-

police are largely “calm and collected”

are more concerned with showing that

ce” and the remaining case was dismissed.

and “polite”, and that they do not behave

some elements of the use of force were

in a “hurtful or condescending manner”.

unnecessary and disproportionate to the

BREACH OF TRUST OR NECESSARY AND

situation.

JUSTIFIABLE?

In seven out of 30 cases, “risk prior to the

The Norwegian police find a need to use

incident” was considered, while “risk during

In 15 out of 30 cases, compensation is

force in handling very many incidents.

the incident” was present in 13 out of 30

claimed. This is evenly distributed between

During the course of a year, there are

cases. This may have significance for police

claims associated with “financial loss” and

approximately 150–200 complaints con-

procedure and choice of dialogue/instru-

“non-financial loss”.

cerning unnecessary use of force. “Tillit til

ments of force.

politiet etter 22. juli” [Confidence in the
VII - Investigations

Police after 22 July] (Egge, Strype and Tho-

V - Aggrieved persons – conduct and

Were investigations arranged in such a way

massen)3 reports a high level of confidence

communication

that the parties were heard? Is there room

during the period 2008–2012. However,

What kind of role does the aggrieved per-

for improvement at the levels of investigati-

Skogan (2006)4 finds that negative experi-

son have in cases concerning unnecessary

on and prosecution? Twenty-one out of 30

ences have far greater consequences for

use of force? In this category, an attempt

aggrieved persons were interviewed by the

confidence in the police than correspon-

was made to reflect the requirements

Bureau. Correspondingly, police interviews

dingly positive experiences.

regarding conduct and communication in

were made of one or more of the suspects

the police service. In approximately 70% of

in 18 out of 30 cases. In cases that were

Tyler (2006)5 finds that persons who expe-

cases, the aggrieved person did not con-

“dropped owing to a lack of reasonable

rience that the police have acted fairly

duct himself and communicate “calmly

grounds for investigation”, only the aggrie-

are more likely to cooperate and comply

and politely”. The aggrieved person con-

ved persons were interviewed.

with police instructions in the future. In the
preliminary results, aggrieved persons are

ducted himself and communicated in a
“hurtful or inappropriate manner” in 30% of

The Bureau routinely obtains and reviews

“uncooperative” in more than 70% of ca-

cases. Thirteen out of 30 aggrieved persons

criminal cases involving police as part of

ses. The extent to which this is due to police

were stated to be intoxicated.

the basis for assessment. Central issues to

conduct, the level of force used or previous

be addressed in further work are the extent

experiences of the police will be major

In a total of 25 out of 30 incidents “the

to which testimony was adopted in such

issues for further research.

aggrieved person did not comply with the

cases and whether interviews of the parties,

instructions of the police”, while, in 22 out

witnesses for the parties and independent

NOU 2009:12 A responsible police service

of 30 cases, “the aggrieved person resisted

witnesses were necessary for deciding the

raises the need for transfer of knowled-

physically”. In connection with the decision

criminal case.

ge-based experience. The purpose of the
analysis of use of force is to enable the Bu-

to prosecute, this will have significance
for whether the use of force by the police

VIII - Decision of cases

reau to further develop its own processing

is considered lawful (see section 6 of the

Why were cases dropped? In none of the

of criminal cases, and thus contribute to

Police Act).

cases that have been analysed so far has

increased knowledge in the police service.

an indictment been issued or a penalty
imposed. Eight out of 30 cases were

3

Egge, M., Strype, J. and Thomassen, G (2012)Tillit til politiet etter 22. juli [Confidence in the Police after 22 July]. PHS-Forskning 2012:5. Oslo: Police University College
Skogan, W. G (2006) Asymmetry in the Impact of Encounters with Police. Policing and Society: An International journal of Research and Policy, 16(2), 99-126

4
5

Tyler, R (2006) Why people obey the law – Afterword: Princeton University Press
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Information
leaks from the
Police to the Media
Since the Bureau was established on 1 January 2005, it has investigated a number of
allegations of leaks to the media by employees of the police and prosecuting authority. The
Bureau has conducted broad investigations of leaks to the press in major cases, such as the
NOKAS case, the “lommemann” case and the 22 July case.

I

n some cases, investigations are initia-

ment should consciously address the questi-

ted by the Bureau itself. In other cases,

on of the necessity and justifiability of each

leaks are reported by police officers or

individual’s access to information.

by senior officers of the police district concerned. The Bureau also receives reports

Another difficulty in investigating leaks is

from lawyers and from private individuals

the right of journalists to refuse to reveal

who believe that information concerning

their sources. The protection of sources is

cases has been unlawfully communicated

a fundamental condition for freedom of

to the press.

expression. The purpose is not to protect
the source, as such, but the interest of

In the Bureau’s experience, it is difficult to

society in free communication of news and

investigate cases involving leaks. As a rule,

views. On the basis of the judicial practice

a great many people have access to infor-

of the Supreme Court in cases concerning

mation on major criminal cases. Investigati-

breaches of confidentiality, the Bureau has

ons of persons with physical access to case

not found there to be grounds for requ-

documents, electronic case data or oral

esting the courts to revoke the protection

information about cases therefore often fail

of sources in connection with the investiga-

to provide grounds for suspicion.

tion of these cases.

Although many people may have good

When, in spring 2013, the Bureau requested

reasons for access to information in order

revocation of the protection of sources in

to carry out their work on a case, there

respect of an editor employed by the Nor-

have in some cases been grounds for

wegian Broadcasting Corporation (NRK),

asking what assessments have been made

this was because the Bureau was investiga-

by management during the investigation.

ting a case that clearly differed from pre-

In cases involving two or more police units

vious cases involving leaks. The background

and large numbers of personnel, manage-

for the case was media coverage stating

9

that the NRK had been offered information

owing to failure to identify the perpetrator.

concerning the 22 July case for NOK 30

Leaks from the police and prosecuting

000. This gave reason to suspect corruption.

authority must primarily be combated by

The Bureau submitted that the fight against

means of sound leadership.

corruption and breaches of confidentiality
in the police must weigh more heavily than

Although there are reasons for discussing

an almost total protection of sources. The

the procedure for press access to informa-

Bureau’s request succeeded in the Court

tion on criminal cases, it is problematical

of Appeal. The Supreme Court agreed with

both for the police and for society if sus-

the Bureau that the conditions for impo-

pects and witnesses are discouraged from

sing the duty to testify were present but,

helping to clear up criminal cases owing

taking all factors into consideration, found

to fears that information provided in police

nevertheless no basis for an exception to

interviews will be published by the media.

the general rule concerning protection of
sources. Referring to the judicial practice of

It is also a fundamental problem for the rule

the European Court of Human Rights, the

of law if an impression is given that informa-

Supreme Court doubted that the identity

tion can be purchased or exchanged for

of the source would help in identifying the

other benefits.

police officer concerned, and pointed out
that the journalist had rejected the offer
(Rt-2013-1290).
The Bureau is an investigative and prosecutorial body, and must deal with cases
involving leaks as criminal cases. It is probable that, also in the future, such investigations will end in a decision not to prosecute
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Discipline in
Communications
– the Internal
Dialogue in the
Police Service
In connection with many cases, the Bureau obtains sound recordings of communications
between patrols and the operations centre via the radio communications system. Such
sound recordings may contain information of significance for the Bureau in deciding
whether to initiate investigations. In cases that are investigated, sound recordings may
provide valuable input for assessment of the performance of duty by the police. In some
cases, the content of the dialogue has given reason for requesting the Chief of Police to
issue directives concerning discipline in communications.

I

n 2013, the Bureau investigated a case

owner of the animals, the Director of Public

against two officers who had destroyed

Prosecutions upheld the Bureau’s decision

animals. Since the destruction was de-

not to prosecute, but pointed out that,

emed lawful, the Bureau dropped the case

when interviewing the officers concerned, it

against the officers. In connection with

would have been natural to confront them

the investigation, the sound recording was

with the information obtained concerning

obtained, among other reasons, in order to

the conversation with the operator in

investigate what orders regarding the de-

order to establish whether his remarks had

struction had been given to the patrol. The

influenced their manner of dealing with the

Bureau perceived an operator’s remarks as

matter.

inappropriate. This applied to the manner
both the patrol and the assignment were

A person died of alcohol poisoning while in

referred to. In the Bureau’s assessment, the

police custody. The incident was inves-

remarks had not influenced the officers’

tigated by the Bureau and, during the

performance of their duty. The Bureau

investigation, the Bureau obtained the so-

therefore requested in a letter to the Chief

und recording of the communication with

of Police that the matter be followed up by

the operations centre. In the view of the

the employer. Following a complaint by the

Bureau, the description of the detainee as

11

An informal tone and undisciplined use of the police radio
communications system increases the risk of misunderstandings in
the communication.

he was brought in was extremely inappro-

basic routines for use of the police radio

priate and unnecessary for handling of the

communications system must be complied

police assignment.

with. The Commission writes further that
weak communications discipline in the

It is not appropriate to use the police radio

situation “may be due to the fact that the

communications system for informal chat-

local officers knew each other and were

ting. Clear and effective communication

familiar with each others’ respective functi-

concerning the assignment requires disci-

ons. This informal style is not acceptable,

plined use of the system. Tactless characte-

particularly not in situations where officers

ristics of colleagues, the assignment or the

from other districts were taking part”.

public should not occur.
When the Bureau obtains sound recordings
An informal tone and undisciplined use of

for use in criminal cases, these form part of

the radio communications system increases

the case documents to which the parties

the risk of misunderstandings in the commu-

can claim access pursuant to the provisi-

nication. In section 7.13 of the Official Nor-

ons of the Criminal Procedure Act. It is our

wegian Report of the 22 July Commission,

experience that this involves a certain risk

NOU 2012:14, the Commission states that

of public disclosure.
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Status in
Interviews with
the Bureau
Officers investigated by the Bureau often ask why they shall have suspect status in
police interviews.

T

he Criminal Procedure Act provides
no definition of the term “suspect”.
Item 4 of the Director of Public Pro-

secutions’ circular on matters to be dealt
with by the Bureau (Circular No. 3/2006)
states: “If an officer is reported and investigations are initiated, he is normally deemed a suspect with the rights this entails.
If it is unclear whether a criminal act has
been committed and, in which case, who
the offender is (e.g. in connection with
police operations), interviewed persons are
given the status of “witness”. No-one has
the right to be to be treated as a suspect/
charged on so requesting. Status must be
decided according to the facts of the
case as established at any given time.”
When a person loses his life or is seriously
injured while in police custody or as a result
of an act carried out in the performance
of duty, the Bureau is to initiate investigations even if there is no reason to suspect
that a criminal act has been committed.
The principle adopted by the Bureau is
that, in a criminal law assessment of an
act carried out in the performance of
duty, during the investigation and/or in
the decision to prosecute, the officer who
carried out the act should be interviewed
as a suspect.

13

Custody –
an Invasive
Measure
When someone dies or is seriously injured while in police custody, the Bureau must
investigate the matter even if a criminal act is not suspected. Each year, in addition to
such cases, the Bureau deals with other matters associated with custody – complaints
concerning unauthorised detention, cases concerning a lack of written documentation
of decisions and measures, the detainee’s right to contact with a lawyer, stripping of
detainees in connection with security searches, etc.

A

large proportion of the cases refer-

Police District. The Bureau has decided to

red by the Bureau for administrative

describe this case in more detail, among

assessment concern incidents

other reasons, because the investigation

occurring in police custody. Since 2005, the

may provide a basis for considering the

Bureau has imposed 19 corporate penalti-

need for local custody instructions. The

es. Incidents associated with custody were

custody rules employ difficult subjecti-

the basis of nine of these corporate penal-

ve terms – how are these interpreted in

ties. In the view of the Bureau, these cases

training and practice? When someone is

are appropriate for experiential learning

taken into custody because he or she is

by all officers working in or with managerial

intoxicated, is the custody planned so as

responsibility for custody facilities. Anony-

not to be disproportionate? What mea-

mised decisions and abstracts of cases

sures must be taken to ensure satisfactory

are available (in Norwegian only) at www.

individual inspections, and why do police

spesialenheten.no under the tab “avgjørel-

districts appear to differ as regards when

ser”. You can also find articles on custody

detainees are medically examined prior to

in previous annual reports, which are also

being taken into custody?

available on the Bureau’s website.
After the notification from Rogaland Police
In 2013, the Bureau was notified of two

District, the Bureau initiated immediate

deaths in police custody. One of these

investigations. Statements were taken from

occurred in November in Agder Police

18 persons. Six officers were given suspect

District, and is still under investigation. In

status. Information was obtained by means

January 2013, the Bureau notified that a

of a forensic examination of the detainee

61 year-old man had been found lifeless in

and an expert statement concerning his

his cell in the custody facility of Rogaland

intoxication and symptoms. The report from

14
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Custody –
an Invasive
Measure
the forensic examination concluded that

Two questions were central to the Bureau’s

without doubt have been perceived as

the cause of death was assumed to be

assessment: whether, when the man was

indications of health risk. Prior to the man’s

cerebral haemorrhage.

brought in and examined, there were any

confinement, the police discussed his state

signs or symptoms indicating that he was

of health in a telephone call to his family.

The reason for detaining the 61 year-old

in need of medical attention and whether

man was a report to the police earlier in

the inspections of him during his confine-

Inspections were conducted with the

the day that a man who appeared to be

ment in the cell were carried out in compli-

regularity required by the rules. On the

intoxicated was wandering around in a re-

ance with current rules and instructions.

basis of the police log of the inspection

sidential area. A police patrol drove to the

measures, the Bureau pointed out that, in

location, but did not see him. A little later,

Detention of the man was possible

connection with two of the inspections,

a further report was received that the man

pursuant to section 9 of the Police Act

a custody officer used so little time that it

had been observed in the same area, and

(Intervention vis-à-vis intoxicated persons):

could be questioned whether the inspe-

that he was wandering around trying doors

“If the detainee, owing to intoxication, is

ctions complied with the requirements

and garage doors.

unable to take care of himself or to give

that follow from the guidelines issued by

an account of himself, the police shall

the Norwegian Police Directorate and

The police patrol made contact with the

immediately consider transferring him to a

the police district’s instructions. The officer

man, and decided to drive him to an ad-

hospital, accident and emergency unit or

conducting the inspection must at least by

dress given to them by the police operati-

detoxification centre. If no such transfer is

personal observation reassure himself of the

ons centre. The patrol understood that the

carried out, the person shall be provided

situation of the detainee, including whether

man consented to being driven. At the ad-

with medical attention while in custody.”

the detainee needs medical attention or

dress, the occupant informed that the man

is in a situation where he may easily injure

had previously lived there, but had moved.

The condition criteria “unable to take care

himself. The sound and video recording

The patrol then learned of a new address.

of himself” and “unable to give an account

from the cell showed that the detainee

Since it was uncertain whether there was

of himself” are not further explained in

was asleep during two of the inspections. It

anyone at the address who could look after

the travaux préparatoires to the Act or in

was not possible to conclude on the basis

the man, the patrol decided to take him to

legal literature. The Bureau found that a

of the recording that the custody officer

the police station and place him in custody

discretionary assessment must be made of

had overlooked symptoms indicating the

for drunkenness.

the detainee’s capacity for bodily control/

need for intervention. On both inspections,

motor function and communication.

the man was snoring, and was perceived

The patrol assessed in agreement with the

Although the information concerning the

as having a normal breathing frequency.

custody officer that the man had no need

man’s conduct and appearance prior to

The case was dropped for all persons with

of medical attention. The case was consi-

his arrest was deemed to give the impressi-

suspect status.

dered by the duty officer, who decided to

on that he was physically exhausted, there

place the man in custody for drunkenness.

were no grounds for concluding that the

The Chief of Police was requested to

During the time he spent in custody, the

subjective assessment made of him prior to

conduct an administrative review of the

man was inspected every half-hour, a total

his detention constituted a criminal offen-

case. On the basis of interviews of custody

of seven times. On the seventh inspection,

ce. The video recording of him in connecti-

officers in Hordaland and Sør-Trøndelag

a custody officer became aware that the

on with his examination and confinement

Police Districts, it was found that there

man was not breathing. He entered the

in custody showed him to be relatively

appeared to be a somewhat higher

cell and immediately initiated life-saving

self-reliant. It could not be found that he, at

threshold for summoning medical attention

measures.

that time, displayed symptoms that should

in the Rogaland Police District than in the

15

The custody rules employ difficult subjective terms – how are
these interpreted in training and practice?

other two districts. The Chief of Police was

or whether such persons should be asses-

ased against the Bureau’s decision not to

also requested to assess whether efforts

sed for medical attention.

prosecute were considered by the Director

should be made to ensure that the officer

of Public Prosecutions, who upheld the

deciding committal to custody should him/

The Chief of Police was also requested to

herself inspect the detainee. At the same

consider the doubt expressed by the Bure-

time, it was stressed that the presentation

au regarding whether the content of two

of individual cases to the decision-maker

of the inspections had been in compliance

by another officer was not in breach of the

with the requirements laid down in the

Police Instructions.

guidelines issued by the Norwegian Police
Directorate and in the police district’s

The Chief of Police was requested to

instructions.

assess whether local custody instructions
were appropriately worded regarding the

Since the video recording from the custody

question of summoning medical attention

facility had been deleted in the police dis-

for persons who are “unable to take care

trict, the Chief of Police was also requested

of themselves” or “give an account of

to consider procedures for securing of the

themselves”. The current wording was dee-

video recording following serious incidents

med somewhat unclear regarding whether

in the custody facility.

medical attention should be summoned for
persons falling under the condition criteria

Complaints from the family of the dece-

Bureau’s decision.
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Complaints against
Police Lawyers
Complaints to the Bureau concerning police lawyers annually constitute less than
10% of the portfolio. Seven per cent of the complaints decided in 2013 concerned
police lawyers. The complaints cover a wide range of potentially criminal offences in
connection with performance of duty, but the largest category of complaints concerning
police lawyers is without doubt those associated with discretionary judgments.

T

ypically, it may be submitted that a

police lawyer did no more with the case.

decision to dismiss a complaint or a

She assumed that the Court of Appeal’s

decision to impose a ban on visits in-

ruling would be made known to the re-

volves gross lack of judgment in the course

manded person and that he would be re-

of duty. A proportion of the complaints also

leased. Five days after the Court of Appeal

concerns the conduct of the prosecuting

had made its ruling, the police lawyer was

authority in court.

contacted by the prison to point out that
the remand period ordered by the District

If, on the basis of its experience, the Bureau

Court expired the same day. The police la-

is to identify any potential learning areas

wyer explained to the Bureau that she had

for the prosecuting authority, it is natural

not been aware that a release order had

to call attention to the significance of well

to be issued before the prisoner would be

adapted training of newly appointed po-

released. The Bureau considered the police

lice lawyers and the importance of showing

lawyer’s conduct in the case to be repre-

respect for the rulings of the courts. In

hensible, but found, not without doubt, that

addition, we stress the importance of good

there were no grounds for criminal liability.

portfolio management, sound procedures

As a result of the incident, the police district

for transfer of responsibility for cases, clarity

made changes to its training programme

of decision-making and thoroughness

for newly appointed police lawyers.

when verifying the existence of conditions
for use of coercive measures.

In several cases where criminal liability has
been assessed, police lawyers have failed

Newly appointed police lawyers are

to comply with court rulings. Prosecution

sometimes uncertain of their duties. The

of a police lawyer in respect of a finding

Court of Appeal ruled that a person who

of gross lack of judgment in the course of

had been remanded in accordance with a

duty was waived by the Director of Public

District Court ruling should be released, and

Prosecutions. The police lawyer had failed

immediately notified the responsible police

to release a person remanded in custody

lawyer of the ruling both by telephone and

following an order for his release issued by

by telefax. The police lawyer discussed with

the Court of Appeal on a Friday morning.

a colleague whether there were grounds to

The police lawyer, who had not applied for

continue with the case. Following agree-

postponed implementation of the Court of

ment that there were no such grounds, the

Appeal’s ruling, had wished to appeal the

17

Court of Appeal’s ruling to the Supreme

management for management of criminal

tions for arrest have been present. It has

Court, and had therefore decided that

cases in the police district. The police

been unclear which of the special grounds

the detainee should remain on remand

management has overall responsibility for

for custody justified upholding the decisi-

over the weekend until the case could be

ensuring that cases are handled with the

on: the risk of evasion of justice or the risk

brought before the court.

necessary thoroughness and progress. In

of destruction of evidence. It is important

the Bureau’s assessment, in several cases

that the prosecuting authority ensures that

In a case in 2013, the Bureau criticised a

where grounds have been put forward for

police custody is only used when necessary

police lawyer for failing to return a seized

considering criminal liability for slow case

and proportionate. In several cases where

item when the seizure was not upheld by

processing, the police management has

persons were arrested for interview, they

the Court of Appeal. The police lawyer was

been unclear in its requirements or has

were released without the interviews being

also criticised by the Bureau for unsatis-

shown excessive patience before addres-

carried out. Arrests must not be made on

factory control in connection with storage

sing the matter.

the basis of measures that it cannot be

of the seized item and for insufficient

assumed will be carried out.

documentation of the matter. The Bureau

On transfer of responsibility in a case from

dropped the case against the police

an investigator to a police lawyer or from

In an article in the annual report for 2012

lawyer owing to insufficient evidence. In

one police lawyer to another, there is a risk

(page 6), the Bureau raised the prosecuting

January 2014, following processing of the

of misunderstandings. Lack of clarity on

authority’s use of its secondary (emergen-

complaint, the Director of Public Prosecuti-

transfer of responsibility is a major cause in

cy) jurisdiction to issue a search warrant. In

ons decided to waive prosecution of the

cases concerning unlawful use of custody.

several cases considered by the Bureau, it

police lawyer for violation of section 325,

has been difficult to see that the conditions

first paragraph (1), of the Penal Code. In

In the Bureau’s assessment, there are too

for invoking the secondary jurisdiction were

connection with the case, the Director of

many cases where unclear documentation

present. In its processing of complaints, the

Public Prosecutions pointed out that loyal

is associated with the use of coercive me-

Director of Public Prosecutions has several

compliance with court rulings is a funda-

asures. Cases reported to the Bureau often

times pointed out the same. The Director of

mental requirement of the police and

lack the prosecuting authority’s written

Public Prosecutions has also requested the

prosecution authority, and that an obvious

ratification (see section 179 of the Criminal

Bureau to obtain further information in or-

error regarding this would normally constitu-

Procedure Act). In some cases, it has not

der to establish why police lawyers have in

te a violation of section 325 first paragraph

later been possible to establish which po-

some situations omitted to apply for search

(1) of the Penal Code.

lice lawyer decided or upheld the arrest.

warrants from the court.

In some cases, where persons have been
In his directives to the chiefs of police, the

arrested following a decision by the prose-

Director of Public Prosecutions has stressed

cuting authority, the Bureau has considered

the overall responsibility of the police

it doubtful that any of the special condi-
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The Requirements
of the Criminal
Procedure Act
regarding Report
of Search
It follows from section 199, second paragraph, of the Criminal Procedure Act that
a report of the search shall be drawn up on the spot or as soon as possible. Without
concluding criminal liability, the Bureau has for some years pointed out that, in
a number of cases, the report requirement has not been complied with. The cases
have been referred for administrative assessment by the police district management,
requesting guidance of officers and improvement of procedures.

T

he cases referred for administrative

his way home from work while several cars

assessment do not seem to have

drove past. When the Bureau requested

resulted in more loyal follow-up of the

documentation of the use of coercive me-

report requirement. The Bureau receives

asures against the person, it was informed

frequent complaints from the public regar-

that there was no documentation of this in-

ding searches where it transpires that no

cident. No case had been opened and the

report was written.

incident had not been recorded in the police duty log. Another person who reported

Search is an invasive coercive measure,

an officer in the same police district told

and the primary jurisdiction for ordering

that he had been arrested at the railway

searches has been placed by the legislatu-

station. He had been handcuffed, placed

re with the courts. The secondary jurisdicti-

in a prisoner transport vehicle and driven

on has been placed with the prosecuting

to the custody facility, where he had been

authority. Since, in a number of situations,

searched and then released. No case was

it is impossible or inappropriate to request

opened for this incident either. In the duty

the consent of the court or the prosecuting

log, it was stated that the person had been

authority, a police officer, when specific

released after a “turn in custody”.

conditions are satisfied, may decide to
make a search. It is particularly in such

The Bureau’s investigations have shown

situations that the reporting seems to be

that views often differ in the police ma-

neglected.

nagement and among operative officers
concerning the need to write reports. A

A person who reported the police for unla-

representative of the police district’s top

wful search told that he was stopped and

management stated in a case that instru-

searched by the police at a crossroads on

ctions had been given that reports should

19

The view that it is not necessary to write a report of a search when
nothing has been seized has been expressed by officers in cases from
several police districts.

always be written when coercive measures
were used. One of the officers told that
it was not customary in the police district
to write reports when nothing had been
seized. In his view, it was necessary to make
a discretionary assessment of the need to
write a report.
The view that it is not necessary to write a
report of a search when nothing has been
seized has been expressed by officers in
cases from several police districts. Omitting
to write a report of a search is a clear breach of the Criminal Procedure Act. In the
Bureau’s view, failure to report entails a risk
that searches are carried out in situations
where the conditions are not present. In several of the cases, the Bureau has pointed
out that it is doubtful that in the situations
concerned there were sufficient grounds
for suspicion. Inadequate reporting makes
it difficult to control that coercive measures
are used as intended by the legislator.
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Photographing/
Videoing
Police Performing
their Duties
During recent years, the Bureau has received several
cases concerning the conduct of the police towards private
individuals videoing or photographing police performing
their duties.
Tekst: Juridisk rådgiver Camilla Lie,
Spesialenheten for politisaker

I

n principle, photographing/videoing

Pursuant to chapter II of the Police Act, the

in public areas is permitted. However,

police may inter alia intervene to halt dis-

photographs of a person may not be

turbances of public peace and order and

reproduced or publicly exhibited without

to protect the safety of individuals or the

the consent of the subject of the photo-

general public. The police may therefore

graph (see section 45c of the Copyright

only order that videoing be stopped in the

Act). The Copyright Act provides several

course of their maintenance of public order

exceptions from the consent requirement,

and security. However, it is assumed that

including that the photograph is of current

videoing/photographing will rarely involve

or general interest, that the picture of the

disturbance of public peace and order or

person is less important than the main

threaten the security of individuals or the

contents of the picture or that the subject

general public. It would be more natural to

of the photograph is a group assembled

order videoing or photographing stopped if

for a meeting, an outdoor procession or

it was carried out in a manner constituting

situations or events of general interest. The

violation of the law (see section 7, first para-

Norwegian Data Inspectorate further stipu-

graph (3), of the Police Act).

lates that a photograph of an identifiable
person is personal data and that publicati-

If the videoing itself takes place in a lawful

on of the photograph must therefore be in

manner, but the police are concerned that

compliance with the Personal Data Act.

the recording/photographs will be used in
an unlawful manner, the police may order

Thus, the police may not on a general basis

the videoing to be stopped pursuant to

refuse or intervene in videoing or photo-

section 7, first paragraph (3), of the Police

graphing of their performance of duty. In

Act, which gives the police the right to in-

the following, examples will be given of

tervene in order to avert or halt violations of

when and by what means the police may

the law. However, in order to make use of

intervene against the photographer.

such a preventive intervention, it is required

21

that the danger of a violation of the law is

order deletion of recordings or photo-

it disturbed them in their work. The police

specific and immediate (Auglend, Mæland

graphs will however depend on whether, in

ordered him to delete the content of the

and Røsandhaug, Politirett [Police Law]

the case in question, this is a necessary and

film, which he did not comply with. The

(2nd ed.)).

proportionate intervention (see section 6,

Bureau found there to be no legal grounds

second paragraph, of the Police Act).

for ordering deletion of the recording, but

In 2008, the Bureau considered a case

found that the officer concerned was not

involving photographing of police traffic

In 2011, the Bureau considered a case

control and on-the-spot fines. The police

where several police officers were training

perceived the photographer to be taking

with a drug detector dog when they

The police may seize a recording if it is de-

pictures of the written content of the fines,

became aware of a person videoing them

emed to have significance as evidence of

and therefore requested the photographer

with a mobile camera. One of the police

a criminal offence (see section 203 of the

to stop photographing. The photographer

officers requested the photographer to

Criminal Procedure Act).

was further requested to show the pictures

stop videoing and to delete the recording.

and to delete them if they showed the

The officer explained that he wanted the

The videoing or photographing will be a

text of the fine. The photographer refused

recording deleted because he did not wish

criminal offence if, for example, it consti-

to show or delete the pictures. He was

to be exposed on the Internet. The Bureau

tutes a breach of the peace, frightening or

taken into custody and fined for refusing to

found that there was nothing to prevent

annoying behaviour or other inconsiderate

comply with the orders of the police. The

the photographer from videoing what he

conduct that violates another person’s

police considered that the photographer

observed in a public location, and that a

right to be left in peace or hinders the

had intervened in their work, among other

specific assessment must be made of the

police in the performance of their duty.

ways, by taking photographs over the

right of the police to order the videoing

Furthermore, violation of section 45c of the

shoulder of an officer who was writing out a

stopped and the recording deleted. The

Copyright Act is subject to penalties. Distri-

fine. The Bureau found that the information

Bureau stated that, although in principle it

bution or publication of photographs may

in the fines written out during traffic control

is not permitted to reproduce photographs

also be punishable as defamation.

was of such a nature that the officers were

depicting individuals without their con-

subject to a duty of confidentiality concer-

sent, this does not in itself give the police

ning the matters. Since they suspected that

the right to order deletion. In the case in

the man had acquired information con-

question, the Bureau found that the police

cerning the fines by photographing them,

did not have the right to make such an

it must lie within the police’s enforcement

intervention.

of section 2 of the Police Act to ensure that
the confidential information was not made

In a recently decided case, a person was

available to him or to others. The order

stopped by the police in a traffic control.

that he was to refrain from further photo-

He opened the car window a few centi-

graphing and was to show the contents of

metres on the driver’s side and passed his

the camera was deemed to lie within the

driver’s licence and vehicle registration do-

authority of the police.

cument through the crack, but stated that
he was not willing to answer questions from

An order to delete recordings or photo-

the police. He had a camera mounted

graphs of the performance of duty by the

on the dashboard that was trained on the

police would be a stronger means than an

window on the driver’s side. The police per-

order to stop videoing/photographing. The

ceived the person to be so preoccupied

Police Act provides no indication of the

with the camera that they were unable

orders that the police may issue in order to

to hold a conversation with him about the

carry out their tasks, and it may not there-

control, and therefore requested him to

fore be generally assumed that the police

turn off the camera, which he refused to

are prevented from ordering deletion. The

do. He was informed by the police that

decision regarding whether the police can

videoing the police was prohibited when

criminally liable.
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International
Cooperation
2013
NORDIC COOPERATION

Tbilisi, Georgia, with the title “Independent

On the invitation of the Director of The

Investigation Mechanisms of Serious Human

Danish Independent Police Complaints

Rights Violations by Law-enforcement

Authority, Den Uafhængige Politiklage-

Officials”. The conference is part of the joint

myndigheden (DUP), five of the Bureau’s

programme of the Council of Europe and

employees visited the DUP in January 2013.

the EU: Reinforcing the fight against ill-treat-

The Bureau and the DUP have almost iden-

ment and impunity in the South Caucasus,

tical investigative mandates. At the time of

Moldova and Ukraine. The Bureau was invi-

the visit, the DUP had only been operati-

ted to attend in order to give a talk on the

ve for approximately one year. The DUP

Norwegian arrangement for investigation

wished to exchange experience with the

of criminal cases against police employees

Bureau, which has nine years’ experience

in a session entitled “Complaints handling

of investigating corresponding cases. The

agencies in Europe and other jurisdictions

Bureau gave an account of its investiga-

(Composition, jurisdiction, modus operandi,

tion of cases involving shooting incidents,

challenges).

deaths in custody and vehicle pursuits. In
addition, the Director of the Bureau and

THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE COMMITTEE FOR

the Director of the DUP gave orientations

THE PREVENTION OF TORTURE (CPT)

on organisation, recruiting, competence

In February 2013, the Bureau was contac-

development and communication with the

ted by the CPT’s secretariat, which asked

public and the media.

whether one of the Bureau’s employees
could take part in the Committee’s ad hoc

Following the meeting in January, it was

visit to Portugal. In connection with the visit,

agreed that investigators and lawyers

the CPT intended, among other things, to

from the DUP would be invited to the

investigate further the Portuguese autho-

Bureau’s professional seminar in June 2013.

rities’ investigation of an allegation of un-

Topics were planned for the seminar that

lawful use of force by a police officer. The

would enhance the competence of both

CPT approached the Bureau in its efforts to

the DUP’s and the Bureau’s employees.

find a person with experience of investiga-

Eight persons from the DUP attended the

ting such cases. In accordance with the

seminar, which addressed topics such as

guidelines for the CPT’s work, the person

reconstruction as a method of investigati-

concerned was to participate privately in

on, deaths in custody and experience of

the country visit as a professional expert

selected cases.

alongside some of the CPT’s permanent
members.

THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE
From 22–23 April 2013, the Council of

Investigative Prosecutor Helle Gulseth was

Europe held a round table conference in

engaged by the CPT to participate in the
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visit to Portugal in May 2013. Information
about the visit, the CPT’s report and the
response of the Portuguese government
are available on the Council of Europe’s
website (http://www.cpt.coe.int/documents/prt/2013-11-26-eng.htm). The report

The Danish
Independent Police
Complaints Authority

states that the CPT, following thorough
enquiries, is critical of the way in which the
specific incident was investigated, and that
the enquiries have given cause for concern
about how information on such cases is

The Danish Independent Police
Complaints Authority is responsible
for investigating criminal offences

handled by the authorities involved. In

committed by police officers in

its response to the CPT, the Portuguese

the course of duty as well as cases

government expressed agreement with

concerning persons who have lost

the criticism, and provided an account of
measures that will be implemented in order
to improve case processing.

their lives or suffered serious injuries
as a result of police intervention or
while in police custody. The Police

EUROPEAN PARTNERS AGAINST

Complaints Authority is also respon-

CORRUPTION (EPAC)

sible for considering and deciding

The Bureau has participated in EPAC since

complaints against the conduct of

2006, and in 2013 the annual conference
was held in November in Poland. The topics

police officers.

of the conference included anticorruption
activities in the EU and the Council of Eu-

The Police Complaints Authority’s

rope, in the police and in public adminis-

processing of a case depends on

tration.

whether it involves a report of a cri-

VISIT BY THE RUSSIAN MINISTRY OF
INTERNAL AFFAIRS

minal offence or a complaint against
the conduct of police officers.

In December 2013, a delegation from the
Russian Ministry of Internal Affairs visited

The Norwegian and Danish arran-

Norway and, among other things, asked for

gements have many features in

a meeting with the Bureau. The delegation consisted of persons with responsibi-

common, but differ on two points:

lity for investigation of criminal offences

unlike the Bureau, the the Police

committed by police officers in the course

Complaints Authority has no power

of duty. The Bureau received the delega-

to instigate criminal proceedings, but

tion in addition to two employees of the

investigates cases and then submits

Russian Embassy in Norway at the Bureau’s
premises in Oslo. The Bureau gave an

its proposed decision to the public

account of organisation, recruiting and the

prosecutor. As opposed to the Bure-

case portfolio, and received information

au, the Police Complaints Authority is

concerning the Russian authorities’ work on

responsible for processing complaints

criminal cases against police personnel as

against police conduct that are sub-

well as security issues associated with the
Russian police force.

ject to public administrative law.
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Police
Management
The police service is in a process of change. The Bureau has chosen not to adopt any
stand on the need for structural changes to the police service. Although the police
service’s organisation and access to resources may have significance for cases dealt
with by the Bureau, these factors are assumed to have little effect on the likelihood of
criminal acts by police employees. The Bureau’s experience indicates that the factor with
greatest potential for preventing criminal acts by the police and prosecuting authority is
clear and committed day-to-day management.
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M

any police employees have

training of officers who serve in the custody

Act regarding reports of body searches.

been investigated by the Bureau

facility.

Although there is no doubt that, in several

for searching for information in

police districts, the police management

police records without having an official

A number of police officers received such

has stressed the importance of this to its

reason for the search. Persons interviewed

serious convictions that, in addition to

own officers, such directives are not always

concerning such searches have, almost

unconditional prison sentences, they were

complied with. The explanation given is

without exception, stated that searching

relieved of their posts. A common feature

that it seems unnecessary to write a report

records without an official reason has

of many of the cases was that, during the

when there are no findings. It is the Bureau’s

been accepted at the service location.

investigation, the Bureau was made aware

impression that police managers to some

Is it acceptable that police managers

that there had long been danger signals

extent resign themselves, and accept the

refrain from intervening when employees

and serious concern, in some cases for

development of a practice that is not in

break the rules? Is it correct of managers

many years, about the manner in which

accordance with legislation.

to regard misuse of police records as a

these persons had performed their duties.

trivial matter when cases brought before

Police managers have nevertheless refrai-

What requirements should the police

the courts result in conviction for breach of

ned from initiating enquiries or otherwise

service impose on its employees regar-

professional duty?

intervening. The Bureau has also investiga-

ding the ability and willingness to acquire

ted incidents where members of the public

knowledge? A police manager who was

In several cases concerning deaths and

have provided police managers with

investigated by the Bureau in connection

other incidents in custody, the Bureau has

documentation of their concern regarding

with allegations of gross lack of judgment

found reason to question the manner in

an officer’s conduct without this resulting

in the course of duty in connection with a

which inspections of detainees have been

in any form of follow-up. The officers so

natural damage assessment, stated that he

conducted. Questions have been asked

accused were not even informed of the

was aware that a guide had been issued

on the basis of video recordings and log

complaint. Managers must take negative

describing the procedure for this work,

entries, etc. It is difficult to believe that it was

information about their personnel seriously,

but he had not found reason to acquaint

only on the night a person died in custody

and consider whether any measures are

himself with it. In the view of the Bureau,

that inspections were not carried out in

necessary.

police employees must be expected to

accordance with the rules. Ensuring that

be familiar with the rules, guidelines and

instructions are complied with is a manage-

Cases dealt with by the Bureau indicate

central directives that govern their duties. It

rial responsibility. A number of cases dealt

that the police management’s directives

is a managerial responsibility to ensure that

with by the Bureau give the impression that

are not always complied with. An exam-

they are.

the police management has paid too little

ple of this is the failure to comply with the

attention to responsibilities, procedures and

requirements of the Criminal Procedure
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Case Processing
at Two Levels
THE INVESTIGATION DIVISIONS

1

3

Receipt of a complaint or case

Investigation

The Bureau receives complaints from private individuals,
lawyers and police districts. In some cases, the Bureau opens
a case on its own initiative, for example on the basis of media
coverage.

The Bureau has the right to employ all lawful methods of
investigation. In the Bureau’s cases, evidence is primarily
obtained by interviewing the complainant, witnesses and
suspects. In some cases, there are grounds for search, arrest
and remand. In most cases, documentation will be obtained
as part of the preliminary enquiries. Beyond this, it may, for
example, be relevant to examine the scene of the incident,
obtain medical assessments, seize telephones or computers
and obtain logs of searches made in the police records.

Pursuant to the Criminal Procedure Act, it is obligatory to
investigate cases where a person dies or is seriously injured as a
result of an act carried out in the performance of duty or while
the person was in the custody of the police or prosecuting
authority.

2

4

Enquiries

Written recommendations to the Director
of the Bureau

The Bureau conducts enquiries to assess whether there
are reasonable grounds for initiating an investigation. The
complainant is often interviewed in order to substantiate the
complaint in depth. Documentation is obtained from the
police, such as the duty log for an incident or the sound and
video material from the custody facility. If there is a related
criminal case against the complainant in question, the
documents relating to this case will as a rule be obtained.

When a matter is regarded as adequately investigated,
the case is sent to the Director of the Bureau with a
recommendation written by one of the division’s permanently
employed lawyers or by one of the lawyers on assignment.
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The Bureau is both an investigative and a prosecutorial unit. Its activities are governed
by the Criminal Procedure Act, the Prosecution Instructions and directives issued by
the Director of Public Prosecutions. Case processing is carried out at two levels. The
Director of the Bureau does not participate in or issue detailed guidelines for the work of
the investigation divisions.

THE DIRECTOR OF THE BUREAU

1

4

Reasoned decisions in writing provided in
all cases

Administrative assessment

The Director of the Bureau decides all of the Bureau’s cases
except cases where the question of prosecution is decided by
the King in Council or by the Director of Public Prosecutions). In
all cases, including those that are dropped without investigation, a reasoned decision is provided, stating the details of the
complaint, the enquiries conducted by the Bureau, the facts
of the case and a legal opinion concerning the matter. The
decision is prepared by one of the lawyers at the office of the
Director of the Bureau.

2
Decisions not to prosecute
If there are no reasonable grounds to investigate whether a
criminal offence has been committed in the course of duty, the
case is dropped without investigation pursuant to section 224
of the Criminal Procedure Act. If the case is investigated and
the evidence strongly contraindicates that a criminal offence
has been committed, the case is dropped on the grounds that
no criminal offence is deemed proven. If the facts of the case
cannot be sufficiently clarified or if there is doubt concerning
whether the objective or subjective conditions for criminal liability are met, the case is dropped owing to insufficient evidence.

If, through the complaint or in connection with the Bureau’s
investigation, factors come to light indicating that the case
should be considered administratively, the Bureau must send
the case to the chief of police concerned, the Director of the
relevant special body or other appropriate body (see section
34-7 of the Prosecution Instructions). For further information, see
page 42.

5
Notification of the parties to the case
The decision must be sent to the parties to the case (as a rule,
the complainant and officers against whom the complaint was
made) and the chief of police of the district concerned. The
case is sent to the Norwegian Police Directorate if it concerns
the Directorate’s sphere of responsibility. In cases sent for
administrative assessment, the Norwegian Police Directorate
receives a copy of the decision.

6
Appeals to the Director of Public Prosecutions
The decisions of the Bureau can be appealed to the Director of
Public Prosecutions.

3
Decisions to prosecute
When the conditions for criminal liability are present, an
optional fine, waiver of prosecution or indictment is served. In
accordance with good prosecution practice, indictment is not
to be preferred unless one is convinced of culpability and that
this can be proved in a court of law.
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Statistics for
2013
RECORDED COMPLAINTS

COMPLAINANTS [distribution by gender]

2010

1097

2011

1228

2012

1247

2013

1226

76%
24%

WHO LODGES COMPLAINTS?

The aggrieved party

70%
Other persons (e.g. witnesses)

8%
The police district itself

12%
The aggrieved party via his/her lawyer

7%
The Bureau itself

3%
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NUMBER OF CASES [cases decided]

NO REASONABLE GROUNDS FOR INVESTIGATION

1243 1323
(2012)

(2013)

WHO ARE COMPLAINTS LODGED AGAINST?

The question of whether investigation is to be initiated is of a
discretionary nature. Pursuant to section 224 of the Criminal
Procedure Act, investigation is to be conducted when, as a
result of a report or other circumstances, there are reasonable
grounds to investigate whether any criminal offence requiring
public prosecution has been committed. When assessing
whether there are reasonable grounds for initiating investigation, major factors will be the probability that one or more
criminal acts have been committed, the seriousness of any
such criminal acts and a specific assessment of objectivity.

52%

19% of cases are decided at
case level, i.e. no-one is given
suspect status in the case.

2%

Other persons

2%

employees

9%

Civilian police

The police district

Police lawyer

Police officer

7%

9%

30%

43%

40%

[2011]

[2012]

[2013]

The Bureau has a low threshold for initiating investigations.
The Bureau drops between 30% and 40% of cases without
investigation partly because many complaints concern
entirely lawful performance of duty and partly because some
complaints are clearly subjective or groundless. The Bureau
also receives complaints where the complainant’s motive is
clearly to hinder the work of the police in an ongoing investigation. Although a case is dropped without investigation,
a number of enquiries have generally been made, and a
reasoned decision is written.
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Statistics for
2013
DECISIONS TO PROSECUTE

Number of complaints
dealt with

Decisions to prosecute

1418
81 (6 %)

1352
49 (4 %)

1359
55 (4 %)

1233
36 (3 %)
2010

2011

In 2013, 81 out of 1418 complaints dealt with resulted in an optional fine or indictment (6%). A total of 14 persons and three
enterprises were sentenced to penalties. In 2013, Oslo Police
District was twice sentenced to a corporate penalty. More
detailed accounts of the cases are provided on pages 33–36.
As prosecuting authority, the Bureau must decide cases in
accordance with the frameworks that follow from legislation
and case law. The law provides the police with extensive
powers, among these, the right to use force in carrying out
their duties.

2012

2013

Both the legislature and the courts have established that the
police must be allowed a considerable margin of error before
being made criminally liable for otherwise lawful performance
of duty.
In cases concerning use of force in connection with arrest,
an act may only be found criminally liable when it is deemed
unnecessary and absolutely unwarranted. Criminal liability
must be assessed in relation to the officer’s perception of the
situation at the time.
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CASE PROCESSING TIME [days]

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSESSMENTS

57

34

47

[2011]

[2012]

[2013]

[Cases referred to chiefs of police or
directors of special bodies]
For more detailed accounts of cases referred for administrative assessment, see pages 42–45.

APPEALS TO THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS

In 2013, the Director of Public Prosecutions considered appeals
against decisions made by the Bureau.

168
166

In
of the cases, the Bureau’s decision was upheld.
In two cases, the Director of Public Prosecutions changed the
reasoning for the decision not to prosecute.

In 2013,

17%

of cases decided were appealed.

2010

177

2011

166

2012

162

2013

175

The Bureau aims at an average case processing time of no
longer than 150 days.
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Decisions to
Prosecute in
2013
The following is a list
of cases in 2013 where
the Bureau decided to
prosecute. The list includes
indictments and optional
fines.

INDICTMENTS

of several of the aggrieved persons and to

Section 257, cf. section 258, of the

confiscation of weapons and ammunition.

Penal Code

The judgment of the District Court has been

• In March 2013, the Bureau indicted a po-

appealed to the Court of Appeal.

lice officer for aggravated theft. The ground was that he had removed a portable

The Firearms Act, etc.

computer that had been seized in a crimi-

• In October 2013, the Bureau indicted a

nal case from the property room at the po-

former police employee for several counts

lice station. He was also indicted for violati-

of unlawfully acquiring, owning and storing

on of section 325 (5) of the Penal Code for

weapons and ammunition. The indictment

passing the computer on to another per-

also concerns false statements and condu-

son. In the District Court, the officer was

ct that may weaken confidence in the po-

convicted of theft and acquitted of viola-

lice. The main hearing is scheduled for Fe-

tion of section 325 (5) of the Penal Code.

bruary 2014.

The case is scheduled for appeal in the
Court of Appeal in March 2014.

OPTIONAL FINES
Violation of the Road Traffic Act

Section 276b, cf. section 276a etc., of the

• On 12 February 2013, a police officer was

Penal Code

fined NOK 12 000 for careless driving (see

• In June 2013, a person was indicted for

section 3 of the Road Traffic Act). While dri-

ten counts of gross corruption, seven co-

ving a non-uniformed police car, he had

unts of gross fraud, one count of aggrava-

failed to notice that the vehicle in front

ted theft and two counts of violation of the

had stopped for a red light, and had dri-

firearms legislation. The offences were asso-

ven into it from behind. The persons invol-

ciated with the defendant’s work in the po-

ved suffered minor injuries. The fine was

lice service and a subsequent post in the

accepted.

Norwegian Welfare and Labour Service.
The District Court passed judgment in De-

• On 14 May 2013, a police officer was fi-

cember 2013. The defendant was convic-

ned NOK 5 000 for careless driving. During

ted of eight counts of corruption, eight co-

an emergency turn-out, he had collided

unts of gross fraud, one count of theft and

with another vehicle at a light-controlled

two violations of the firearms legislation,

crossing. He drove with the blue light on,

and was sentenced to a term of one year

but without a siren. The Bureau found that

and six months’ imprisonment. He was furth-

he had driven into the crossing while the

er ordered to compensate the financial loss

light was red or had just turned green, and
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had been driving too fast in the circum-

suffered slight injuries. The police officer was

stead of reversing in order to clear the road

stances. The fine was accepted.

also banned from driving for three months.

for the other cars, one of the police officers

The fine was accepted.

put on the blue light and demanded cle-

• On 10 May 2013, a lorry driver was fined

ar passage. When the driver of one of the

NOK 3 000 for failing to fill in the disc in the

• On 31 October 2013, a police officer was

approaching cars was in the process of re-

lorry’s journey recorder properly. The Bure-

fined NOK 7 000 for careless driving. The dri-

versing, an accident occurred. The police

au investigated a collision between the lor-

ver was called out on an assignment, and

officers had been on their way to firearms

ry and a police car. It was not concluded

moved into the left-hand lane at a pedes-

training. In the situation, they had no rea-

that either of the drivers could be charged

trian crossing in order to make a u-turn. As

son for deviating from the normal traffic ru-

with careless driving. The case for both par-

he moved into the lane, he was driven into

les or for demanding clear passage. The fi-

ties was dropped owing to insufficient evi-

from behind by a vehicle that was already

nes were accepted.

dence. The driver of the lorry has accepted

in the lane. The incident resulted in conside-

the fine.

rable damage to three vehicles. The police

Other cases

officer was not on an emergency turn-out.

On 11 March 2013, a former police employ-

• On 22 May 2013, the driver of a private

No siren or blue light was used to alert other

ee was fined NOK 8 000 for violation of se-

car was fined NOK 8 000 for careless driving

road users. The fine was not accepted.

ctions 190a, 325 and 390a of the Penal

since he had failed to comply with the give

Code. She admitted that, over a period,

way rules when changing lane. He had for-

• On 1 November 2013, a police officer

she had made malicious telephone calls to

gotten to look in his mirror when changing

was fined NOK 7 000 for careless driving.

two men. The telephone subscription she

lane, and had collided with a police car.

She was assigned to assist police in another

had used was set up by misusing informa-

The fine was accepted.

town, and the operations centre decided

tion she had access to through her post in

to order an emergency turn-out. On her

the police service. Owing to her conduct,

• On 24 July 2013, a police officer was fi-

way into a roundabout, she drove too fast

she had lost her job in the police and, at

ned NOK 5 000 for careless driving. During

and collided with a civilian vehicle ahead

the time of the prosecution decision, had

an emergency turn-out, he drove into a

of her on the road. The collision resulted in

no income, permanent benefit or indepen-

light-controlled crossing when the light was

personal injury. The fine was accepted.

dent means. The fine was accepted.

• On 19 December 2013, two police of-

CORPORATE PENALTIES

ficers were fined, respectively, NOK 4 200

Gross lack of judgment in the course of

• On 14 October 2013, a police officer was

and NOK 5 200 for violation of the road traf-

duty

fined NOK 7 000 for careless driving. He

fic legislation. They drove in separate po-

• On 28 January 2013, Romerike Police Dis-

collided with the driver of a moped at a

lice cars in the wrong direction over a brid-

trict was fined NOK 50 000 for gross lack

light-controlled crossing. Both drivers drove

ge. When they were in the middle of the

of judgment in the course of duty. A per-

into the crossing when the light was green.

bridge, they met two private cars driving

son reported employees of Romerike Po-

The moped driver, who had right of way,

towards them in the opposite direction. In-

lice District for unlawful search and seizure

red and collided with a tram in the crossing. The fine was accepted.
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Decisions to
Prosecute in
2013
of objects from his residence without in-

error in the number of days of the alterna-

forming him. The Bureau investigated the

tive prison sentence. However, the police

complaint, and found that the police had

district had failed to correct the error. The

not acted in accordance with the Criminal

fine was accepted.

Procedure Act when investigating the person. Although the police had entered the

• On 19 August 2013, Oslo Police District

residence and had seized objects there, a

was fined NOK 80 000 for violation of se-

separate criminal case had not been esta-

ction 325 of the Penal Code in a case in-

blished and no report had been made of

volving serious shortcomings in the mana-

the search. Not until he contacted the po-

gement of local photo records. In spring

lice had the person been informed of what

2011, the Bureau initiated an investigation

had happened. The Bureau found no gro-

of possible leaks from Oslo Police District af-

unds for punishing any individual police

ter photos from the records were found on

employees. The fine was accepted.

Russian websites. The investigation revealed
obvious weaknesses in the management

• On 14 May 2013, Oslo Police District was

of the photo records. The Bureau exten-

fined NOK 80 000. In December 2012, Oslo

ded the investigation to include the mana-

Police District notified the Bureau that a

gement of the photo records. Although the

person who had served a term of imprison-

National Bureau of Crime Investigation ma-

ment in lieu of a fine had served 90 days

nages national digital photo records that

too many. The police district stated that the

all police districts have access to, Oslo Po-

background for the case was that, in 2005,

lice District has chosen to have its own ma-

the person had accepted an optional fine

nual photo records. The Bureau’s investiga-

of NOK 56 000, alternatively 20 days’ impri-

tion revealed that there was no personal or

sonment. Owing to a technical calculati-

functional responsibility in the police district

on error in the case processing system, the

for checking rights before placing photos in

State Agency for the Recovery of Fines, Da-

the records. There were also unsatisfactory

mages and Costs (SI) had been informed

procedures for deleting photographs from

that the alternative prison sentence was

the records on the lapse of the right to sto-

112 days. The Bureau investigated the inci-

re them. The Bureau found that Oslo Police

dent and concluded that there were gro-

District’s management of the photo reco-

unds for a corporate penalty. The Bureau

rds involved a breach of the Prosecution In-

referred particularly to the fact that, af-

structions and gave rise to a risk that the re-

ter the report was sent to SI, the Ministry of

cords contained photographs that should

Justice had notified the police district of the

not have been there. Emphasis was also
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placed on the considerable risk of unaut-

sisted of two metal rings fixed to metal pla-

or degrading treatment. Reference was

horised access to sensitive personal data.

tes fastened to the cell wall. The rings were

made to critical comments on several oc-

It was also stressed that the Oslo Police Dis-

placed close to the floor approximately 150

casions by the Council of Europe’s Commit-

trict management lacked overall con-

cm apart. The detainee was placed on two

tee for the Prevention of Torture (CPT) con-

trol of records that the police district it-

mattresses with his back to the wall, either

cerning arrangements enabling restraint

self had stated to be of major significance

with both arms fastened to one of the wall

of detainees. The result of the investigation

in the work on clearing up criminal cases.

fastenings with a single set of handcuffs or

did not provide sufficient evidence of crimi-

The fine, which was set at NOK 80 000, was

with one arm fastened to each of the wall

nal acts by individuals in the treatment of

accepted.

fastenings, using two sets of handcuffs. The

the asylum seeker while in custody. The fine

wall fastenings were used several times a

was accepted by the police district.

• On 4 November 2013, Søndre Buskerud

year. The Bureau found that restraining de-

Police District was fined NOK 80 000 for vio-

tainees in this way was approved by the

lation of section 325 of the Penal Code.

police district management, among other

An asylum seeker who was expelled from

reasons, to prevent self-harming. The equip-

Norway reported officers at Søndre Buske-

ment had existed and had been in use sin-

rud Police District for torture and/or degra-

ce 1999. On the basis of the investigation, it

ding treatment after he, in August 2012,

was found that written guidelines for use of

was handcuffed to the cell wall at the cen-

the wall fasteners were not drawn up until

tral custody facility in Drammen. On the ba-

the Bureau initiated its investigation. It was

sis of the information provided in the report,

found that it was the responsibility of the se-

the Bureau decided to initiate investigati-

nior operations officer to decide whether

on. In August 2012, the police conducted

detainees were to be restrained in this way,

a coordinated operation against Afghan

but there were no clear guidelines for re-

nationals unlawfully residing in Norway. Af-

porting or recording use of the equipment.

ter the asylum seeker was taken into custo-

A further guideline for supervision of detai-

dy, he deliberately banged his head on

nees so restrained was that the cell door

the cell wall until he bled. He was therefore

was to be left open and the camera sur-

handcuffed to the wall so that he was una-

veillance of the cell was to be displayed on

ble to harm himself further. The police logs

the large screen in the operations centre.

did not state who decided on the handcuf-

In the Bureau’s assessment, the police dis-

fing or how long the detainee was hand-

trict’s practice of handcuffing detainees to

cuffed. The central custody facility in Dram-

the cell wall was unauthorised. The Bureau

men had 18 cells of which four were so

found that handcuffing to the wall could

equipped that it was possible to handcuff

be viewed as a violation of article 3 of the

detainees to the wall. The equipment con-

ECHR on prohibition of torture and inhuman
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Emergency
Turn-outs
2013
In cases involving serious injury or loss of life as a result of actions taken by the police or
prosecuting authority in the course of duty, the Bureau turns out and initiates immediate
investigations. There are also other cases where immediate response is called for.

T

he Bureau has a duty scheme so that
it can be contacted 24 hours a day in
the event of serious incidents. Owing

to long travelling distances, the Bureau will
in some cases have a need for assistance in
immediate securing of evidence. Such immediate securing of evidence is performed
by the police at the request of the Bureau.
In 2013, the Bureau turned out and initiated immediate investigations in eight cases. The overview does not include incidents
of which the Bureau was notified but where
immediate investigations were not initiated.
Planned operations involving arrest and search have also been left out.
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1 January 2013

2 June 2013

24 November 2013

Sunnmøre Police District

Romerike Police District

Agder Police District

During the night before 1 January 2013, the

The Bureau was notified that a young wo-

A person placed in custody at Arendal

Bureau was notified that the police had

man had been injured in connection with

police station was found dead in his cell.

fired shots at a person. The person did not

a police operation. The woman was on a

suffer life-threatening injuries.

floating jetty, and would be taken care of

17 December 2013

by the police. An emergency turn-out was

Romerike Police District

13 January 2013

ordered owing to the assumption that the

A detainee had seriously injured himself

Rogaland Police District

woman was seriously injured, which later

in a waiting room at Gardermoen police

A person who was brought in owing to

proved not to be the case.

station. The person had been detained for
transfer to serve a prison sentence.

intoxication and breach of the peace died
in police custody.

8. September 2013
Helgeland Police District

23 March 2013

A police car was hit by an oncoming car.

Hordaland Police District

The driver of the oncoming car was serious-

The Bureau was notified that a police car

ly injured.

was involved in a serious road accident.
The driver of a civilian vehicle had driven

17 October 2013

into the police car when it was parked. A

Troms Police District

passenger in the civilian vehicle had suffe-

An armed person was shot and injured by

red potentially fatal injuries.

the police. The police were present at the
location following notification that the person was walking about carrying a firearm.
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Court Cases
2013
When the Bureau issues
an indictment, the case is
prosecuted in court by one
of the Bureau’s lawyers.
In 2013, the Bureau has
prosecuted in five main
court hearings.

Main hearings in district courts

ney to him so that he could settle their debts for them. He also asked several users to

NORDRE VESTFOLD DISTRICT COURT

transfer money to a firm of which he was a

Misappropriation of weapon, etc.

co-owner. The convicted person told the

In a summary trial on full confession, a re-

users that processing of cases in the public

tired police officer was convicted of mis-

sector was slow, and that he could deal

appropriation and gross lack of judgment

with their cases more rapidly and effective-

in the course of duty. He was given a sus-

ly through his firm. The District Court’s judg-

pended sentence of 30 days imprisonment

ment has been appealed to the Court of

and a fine of NOK 20 000.

Appeal.

On retirement, the police officer had taken

OSLO DISTRICT COURT

home with him a shotgun from his workpla-

Shots fired at a car at the Sinsen crossroads

ce. The gun had been seized 10 years pre-

A police officer was fined for gross lack of

viously by the police in connection with

judgment in the course of duty. The officer

a suicide, and the police officer had for

fired five shots at the tires of a private car.

many years kept it in his locker. The police

The driver had stolen the car, and had elu-

officer had been instructed to return the

ded police control. The grounds for the fine

weapon to the family of the deceased or

were that the use of a firearm was not aut-

to destroy it.

horised by the Firearms Instructions, that the
officer had had time to consider his actions,

INNTRØNDELAG DISTRICT COURT

that several police officers had been pre-

Corruption, fraud, theft and breach of the

sent at the location and that, by his condu-

Firearms Act

ct, the officer had exposed third parties to

A person was convicted of eight cases of

danger.

corruption, eight cases of gross fraud, one
theft and two violations of the firearms legis-

The police officer did not accept the fine,

lation. He was sentenced to imprisonment

and the main hearing was held at Oslo Dis-

for one year and six months.

trict Court. The police officer was acquitted by the district court. In its assessment of

While employed by the police as an enfor-

the case, the District Court found that, alt-

cement officer, the convicted person as-

hough the police officer had not complied

ked several debtors to provide him with

with the Firearms Instructions when he deci-

money so that he could settle up with their

ded to shoot, his assessment was not so un-

most persistent creditors. None of the deb-

justifiable as to constitute gross lack of judg-

tors received receipts for the money trans-

ment in the course of duty. The court found

fers, and none of the creditors received

that the shooting did not involve a risk of

any money. When the convicted person

direct hits, and that the probability that ri-

left the police to work as a financial adviser

cochets would result in a risk of injury to pe-

in the Norwegian Welfare and Labour Ser-

ople was very small. The court also found

vice, he asked several users to transfer mo-

that the police officer had had very little
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time to consider how best to act, and that

be convicted of violation of section 325 (5)

minority found that, although the grip was

he, with good reason, had assumed that,

of the Penal Code. The police officer was

unnecessary, it nevertheless fell within the

if the fugitive car were allowed to conti-

therefore acquitted on this count of the in-

framework of what must be accepted as a

nue on its course, there was an imminent

dictment.

wrong assessment in the given situation.

ge. The Bureau appealed against the Dis-

Both the police officer and the Bureau

The police officer appealed against the

trict Court’s assessment of evidence and

have appealed the District Court’s judg-

judgment. The appeal proceedings were

application of law on the question of guilt.

ment. The appeal has been scheduled for

held at Borgarting Court of Appeal. In the

The appeal to the Court of Appeal was di-

March 2014.

Court of Appeal’s judgment, the police of-

danger that it would cause serious dama-

sallowed.
SUNNMØRE DISTRICT COURT

ficer was acquitted. The Court of Appeal
Appeal proceedings in the Court of Appeal

Aggravated theft

did not find it proven that the defendant hit
the detainee’s shoulder, but that, in response to a kick from the detainee, he had in-

A police officer was charged with aggrava-

BORGARTING COURT OF APPEAL

tuitively gripped the detainee’s shoulder in

ted theft. The grounds were that he had ta-

Unnecessary use of force

order to gain control of the situation. The

ken a portable computer that had been

The Bureau fined a police officer for actu-

court found that the grip round the detai-

seized in a criminal case from the property

al bodily harm and gross lack of judgment

nee’s neck did not press, tighten or squee-

room at the police station. The indictment

in the course of duty. The police officer did

ze around the detainee’s neck, but was a

also concerned violation of section 325

not accept the fine, and the main hea-

grip as referred to in the Norwegian Police

(5) of the Penal Code for having given the

ring was held at Oslo District Court. The in-

Directorate’s circular 2007/011 as part of a

computer to another person.

dictment concerned an incident where the

trained arrest technique. The Court of Ap-

police officer and a custody officer were

peal found further that the police officer’s

In the District Court’s judgment, the police

to place a person in a security cell. The de-

position with a knee over the head of the

officer was convicted of theft, fined NOK 10

tainee was quarrelsome because he wan-

detainee did not apply any pressure to

000 and ordered to pay costs. The court did

ted a smoke before being placed in the

the detainee’s head. Taking all factors into

not find it proven that the computer had

cell. When the police officer observed that

consideration, the Court of Appeal found

been in the property room when the po-

the detainee kicked out at them, he reac-

that the defendant’s acts were necessary

lice officer took it home with him. Although

ted by hitting the detainee’s shoulder with

and justifiable, and within the framework of

the court accepted the defendant’s sta-

one hand. He then gripped the detainee

the Police Act.

tement that he had taken the computer

round the neck with his right arm and held

from the garage, and had thought that

him against the floor. He placed his knee

it was to be thrown away, the court con-

over the head of the detainee in order to

cluded that he had no reason to believe

hold him down.

that the right of ownership had been relinquished. In the view of the court, the theft

In Oslo District Court’s judgment, the police

should be judged simple and not aggrava-

officer was sentenced in accordance with

ted. The court found further that the facts

the indictment to a fine of NOK 10 000. A

of the case assumed by the court did not

majority of the District Court’s judges found

give grounds for concluding that the trans-

the grip round the detainee’s neck while

fer of the computer to another person was

he was lying on the floor to be clearly un-

of such a nature that the defendant could

necessary and absolutely unwarranted. The
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Administrative
Assessments 2013
Experiential learning –
referral of cases to chiefs of
police or directors of special
bodies for administrative
assessment.

I

n 2013, the Bureau referred 47 cases to

ministrative assessment in 2013. A list of all

chiefs of police, directors of special bo-

of the cases referred for administrative as-

dies or the Norwegian Police Directora-

sessment from 2005 to 2013, including ab-

te for administrative assessment. When the

stracts of the cases, is available on the Bu-

Bureau refers cases for administrative as-

reau’s website: www.spesialenheten.no

sessment, this means that, during investigation of the case, information has emerged

ERRORS IN INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE

that should be followed up by the police

POLICE TO THE CHILD WELFARE AUTHORITIES

or prosecuting authority. This may include

– NEED FOR DIRECTIVES

cases that did not result in convictions, but

A father reported two police officers for

where the police should nevertheless le-

gross lack of judgment in the course of

arn from the case and consider changes

duty. The father alleged that the police of-

in their procedures. Cases may also be re-

ficers had provided incorrect informati-

ferred for administrative assessment if the

on concerning him to the child welfare

Bureau believes that the case may give

service. According to the complaint, the in-

grounds for disciplinary reactions towards

formation had resulted in an acute decisi-

police employees. Cases resulting in con-

on regarding relocation of his children.

victions may also be suitable for administrative review and experiential learning.

It follows from section 6-4, second paragraph, of the Child Welfare Act that, no-

In circular No. 3/2006, the Director of Public

twithstanding the duty of confidentiality,

Prosecutions stated that criticism from the

public authorities shall disclose information

Bureau should in general be limited to the

to the child welfare service. The child wel-

matter that has been under investigation,

fare employee stated that, in a case con-

and be part of the legal assessments. Ge-

cerning relocation of children, she required

neral criticism of the police’s activities, or-

information from the police concerning the

ganisation, procedures, etc. should be rai-

father, and that she had first had contact

sed separately directly with the chief of

with one police officer, who had said that it

police concerned or with the Director of

was another police officer who was respon-

Public Prosecutions. If the criticism concerns

sible for cases concerning the father, and

the Norwegian Police Directorate’s sphere

that he would be available the following

of responsibility, the Directorate should also

day. The child welfare employee nevert-

be informed.

heless requested the police officer to check what information the police had con-

In the following, abstracts are given of five

cerning the father. She was then informed

of the 47 cases the Bureau referred for ad-

over the telephone that the father had pre-
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viously been reported for rape, robbery

quitted during processing of the case by

ked to come to the custody facility. The de-

and gross violence, etc. In the conversati-

the court. When the police officer beca-

tainee then appeared to be intoxicated

on, the child welfare employee stated that

me aware that insufficient information had

and angry. After he was placed in the cell,

she would obtain the information in writing

been provided, he had immediately apolo-

the custody officer was able to monitor his

in the normal way. When the child welfare

gised and corrected the matter. The Bure-

conduct on the screen, and she then ob-

employee subsequently received the in-

au considered that there were grounds to

served that the detainee deliberately ban-

formation concerning the father in writing

criticise the police officer for failing to provi-

ged his head on the cell wall. He also at-

from the police, the information she had re-

de more detailed information. However, his

tempted to tie a blanket round his neck.

corded having received over the telepho-

conduct was not deemed to be so repre-

The custody officer alerted the senior ope-

ne proved to be partly incorrect. The father

hensible that there were grounds for crimi-

rations officer about the detainee’s condu-

had not been reported for rape and rob-

nal liability.

ct. The detainee was informed that, out of

bery. The child welfare employee could not

regard for his own safety, the blanket and

exclude the possibility that she had misun-

The case was referred to the Chief of Po-

all of his clothes would be taken from him.

derstood the information she had received

lice for administrative assessment. The Bure-

When the detainee refused to comply with

over the telephone.

au requested the Chief of Police to assess

the order to surrender his clothes, two of-

whether directives should be given speci-

ficers entered the cell and removed his

In the view of the Bureau, there were gro-

fying how enquiries from the child welfare

clothes.

unds to criticise the police officer for pro-

authorities were to be handled and respon-

viding information over the telephone wit-

ded to.

hout ascertaining that the information was

According to the custody officer, the detainee, after being divested of his clot-

correct or was perceived correctly. The Bu-

CONDUCT WITH A RISK OF SELF-HARMING

hes, continued to bang his head on the

reau considered however that he had not

IN CUSTODY – ASSESSMENT OF NECESSITY,

wall, and she then re-alerted the seni-

acted so reprehensibly that there were gro-

JUSTIFIABILITY AND PROPORTIONALITY

or operations officer. His assessment was

unds for criminal liability. Importance was

A man was brought into custody becau-

that they should await events before in-

attached to the fact that the child welfare

se he had not complied with an order to le-

tervening further. When the detainee be-

employee had stated that she would also

ave the town centre. On release, he went

gan biting the mattress, this was taken from

request the information in writing.

to the accident and emergency unit. The

him. The custody officer told that she was

medical report refers to swellings, and sta-

able to constantly monitor the detainee’s

In a letter to the child welfare service, the

tes that he had received a severe blow

movements in the cell and talk to him.

police officer with responsibility for criminal

over the temple and that concussion was

According to the custody officer, the detai-

cases against the father had, inter alia, in-

suspected. The man reported the police for

nee was told that his clothes and the mat-

formed that the father was involved in a

use of force and other treatment he was

tress would be returned to him if he calmed

case concerning actual bodily harm, and

subjected to in custody.

down. He then refused to accept them. Af-

that the case had been decided in relati-

ter a while, the custody officer nevertheless

on to a specific person. The letter did not

The custody officer told the Bureau that,

returned the detainee’s clothes through

make clear that the father had been ac-

when the man was brought in, she was as-

the hatch in the cell door.
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2013
In its assessment of the case, the Bureau fo-

graph, when regard for the individual de-

had been brought in for intoxication and

und that the detainee had himself banged

tainee so indicates, provision of blankets or

breach of the peace, and not for a serio-

his head on the wall, and had not, as alle-

the equivalent may be postponed for safe-

us criminal offence. The Bureau also requ-

ged in the complaint, received a blow to

ty reasons.

ested the police district to consider wheth-

the head when he was brought to the gro-

er, in situations where detainees behave so

und. The police log, recorded in approxi-

The Bureau pointed out that holding a per-

aggressively, a doctor should be consulted

mately real time, gave a relatively detai-

son in a cell without clothes, a mattress and

on the justifiability of continuing the deten-

led description of the detainee’s conduct

something to cover himself with is a serio-

tion. Following a complaint from the detai-

in the cell. The Bureau also attached im-

us intervention, and that, also in a situati-

nee, the Director of Public Prosecutions has

portance to the statements of the custo-

on such as that in question, where the in-

upheld the Bureau’s decision not to prose-

dy officer and the senior operations officer.

tervention was based on the regard for

cute.

The detainee’s own report was submitted

the detainee’s safety, strict regard must be

twelve days after he was arrested. The in-

paid to necessity, justifiability and proportio-

DUTY OF CONFIDENTIALITY FOR AGENCIES

formation in the medical report was consis-

nality in further use of custody.

COOPERATING WITH THE POLICE

tent with his having deliberately banged his
head on the cell wall.

The Bureau received a report from a chiSince the intervention against the detainee

ef of police concerning breaches of se-

was prompted by regard for his own safety,

curity regulations and confidentiality. The

The Bureau assessed whether, in the cir-

the Bureau found no grounds for criminal li-

background for the report was that the cri-

cumstances, it was a necessary and pro-

ability of the employees or the police dis-

me prevention coordinator in the muni-

portionate measure to remove all of the

trict. Although grounds for criminal liability

cipality used an office unit in the police dis-

detainee’s clothes and let him sit in the cell

were not found, the intervention was consi-

trict’s premises, and had permanent loan

for several hours without a mattress or blan-

dered serious, and must have been experi-

of a visitor’s key card. The crime preventi-

ket. It follows from section 2-6, first para-

enced by the detainee as degrading. The

on coordinator also attended daily mee-

graph, of the Police Custody Regulations

Bureau requested the police district to revi-

tings where information from police records

that all persons required to spend the night

ew the case with a view to whether, in the

was reviewed.

in police custody must be provided with a

event of similar situations occurring in the

clean mattress and blankets or the equiva-

future, more lenient measures could be fo-

The Bureau investigated the case. The

lent. Pursuant to section 2-6, second para-

und. It was pointed out that the detainee

head of the local division was intervie-

wed as a suspect. Local security instructi-

The Bureau considered the case to be ap-

cided that A should not be allowed proxi-

ons were obtained. The Bureau wrote to

propriate for administrative assessment by

mity to the investigation. A was given the

the Norwegian Police Directorate to en-

both the police district and the Norwegian

task of identifying the deceased woman,

quire whether guidelines had been issued

Police Directorate. Particular attention was

and was present in the deceased woman’s

concerning location in police premises of

drawn to the question of whether, and in

home when the police recorded a state-

offices for agencies cooperating with the

which case how, agencies that cooperate

ment from her cohabitant. A also took part

police. The Norwegian Police Directorate

with the police can be given access to po-

in the search for potential evidence in the

replied that there were no such guidelines.

lice premises, and how practical provisions

dwelling. Although A had no formal role in

The Bureau obtained the Norwegian Police

are to be made for such cooperation wit-

the investigation, he took part in discussions

Directorate’s publication 12/2005 “Politiet i

hout breaching rules concerning security

with investigators and the family of the de-

lokalsamfunnet. Veileder om politiets kom-

and confidentiality.

ceased concerning the course of events

munikasjon og samhandling med kommu-

and causes. Some of the investigators on

ner og andre aktører på lokalt og regionalt

CONSIDERATON OF AN APPLICATION

the case assumed that A had a role as the

nivå” [The police in the local community.

FROM A POLICE EMPLOYEE CONCERNING

police contact person for the family.

Guide to police communication and inte-

ACQUISITION OF WEAPONS

raction with municipalities and other actors

On 17 October 2013, a weapon colle-

In its investigation of the case, the Bureau

at local and regional levels].

ctor was charged with a number of violati-

recorded statements from twelve police

ons of the Firearms Act. The weapon colle-

employees. Statements were also recorded

There was nothing in the case to indica-

ctor had recently retired from a post in the

from persons in the deceased woman’s fa-

te that the crime prevention coordina-

police service. The Bureau drew particular

mily. In the Bureau’s assessment, there were

tor had enabled unauthorised persons to

attention to two matters that had arisen

no grounds for concluding criminal liabi-

gain access to confidential information

during investigation of the case that were

lity. The Bureau made a number of critical

by disclosing information he had gained

appropriate for administrative assessment

comments.

knowledge of. Nor was there any indica-

by both the police district and the Norwegi-

tion that the coordinator had used the vi-

an Police Directorate. During the investiga-

Although A’s proximity to the incident did

sitor’s key card to visit the office when he

tion, it came to light that the police district

not entail that other employees of the po-

had no official need to do so. In the view

where the weapon collector was employ-

lice district were formally incompetent to

of the Bureau, the coordinator should not

ed and resided had not controlled his sto-

investigate the woman’s death, in view of

have attended the daily briefings where in-

rage of weapons.

the very special circumstances, transfer of

formation from the police operational ma-

the case to another police district should

nagement system (PO) and the police intel-

The Bureau furthermore requested the Nor-

have been considered at an early sta-

ligence database, Indicia, was referred to,

wegian Police Directorate to consider whet-

ge. The decision to transfer the case was

without a specific assessment being made

her it is appropriate that police employees’

not made until it was found that A had gi-

of whether such information could be

weapon applications are dealt with by col-

ven a false statement. The Bureau further-

communicated to him. Although some of

leagues in the same police district.

more held the view that the officers in char-

the information could probably have been

ge of the investigation should have been

provided to him as crime prevention coor-

SUSPICIOUS DEATH – POLICE COLLEAGUE

more critical with regard to A’s proximity to

dinator regardless of the duty of confiden-

WAS A CENTRAL WITNESS

the investigation. A should have been kept

tiality, it is probable that other information

Telemark Police District investigated a case

away from the investigation process. In the

was provided at such briefings that could

where a woman was found dead on the

work on the case, communications con-

not without due consideration be commu-

shore. It was confirmed at an early stage

cerning roles, responsibilities and tasks were

nicated to other public bodies for crime

that she had died following a fall from a

not sufficiently clear.

prevention purposes. However, the Bureau

bridge. Since it was stated in several news

did not find that the head of division had

reports that the last person who had been

Acquaintances of the deceased had, on

committed criminal breaches of confiden-

with the woman was an employee of the

their own initiative, found footage from a

tiality by allowing the coordinator to attend

police district, and that this person (A) had

surveillance camera showing A and the

the briefings. In the assessment, importance

been involved in the police investigation,

woman by the bridge. In view of the serio-

was attached to the fact that he had sig-

the Bureau decided to initiate investigati-

usness of the case, the Bureau considered

ned a separate declaration of confidenti-

ons to clarify whether police employees or

that there was reason to criticise the police

ality. This was also of significance in respe-

the police district had acted unlawfully.

for not, in the initial phase of the investigati-

ct of the coordinator’s access to the office

on, investigating whether footage from sur-

premises. The Norwegian Police Directora-

The officers in charge of the investigati-

veillance cameras could throw light on the

te’s publication stated that a crime preven-

on were aware at an early stage that A

incident. The police wrongly assessed that

tion coordinator may have office days in

was the last person to see the woman ali-

such investigations would not provide infor-

the police premises.

ve, and that A was a friend of the woman

mation of interest.

and her family. It was nevertheless not de-
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The Bureau’s
Organisation and
Staffing
Administratively subordinate to the Civil
Affairs Department of the Ministry of
Justice and Public Security

Professionally subordinate to
the Director of Public Prosecutions

Director of the Bureau for the
Investigation of Police Affairs

Investigation Division
West Norway

Investigation Division
East Norway

The Bureau has two organisational levels:
one level for investigation and one level for
overall management. The Director of the
Bureau, who has overall responsibility for
activities and decides on prosecutions in all
cases, is located in Hamar. The Bureau has
36 permanent employees of which 16 are
investigators. Eighteen employees are located in Hamar, ten in Oslo, four in Trondheim
and four in Bergen.
In addition to the permanent employees, twelve persons are engaged on assignment in processing of cases by the Bureau.
The assignment arrangement underlines
the independence of the Bureau, and fosters transparency and trust. Engagements
on assignment are made for three years at
a time, and may not be held for more than
two periods, i.e. a maximum of six years.

Investigation Division
Mid Norway and North Norway
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The Bureau’s management group /

Jan Egil Presthus
Director of the
Norwegian Bureau for
the Investigation of
Police Affairs.

Guro Glærum Kleppe
Deputy Director of the
Norwegian Bureau for
the Investigation of
Police Affairs.

Liv Øyen
Head of Investigation
Division East Norway.

Halvor Hjelm-Hansen
Head of Investigation
Division Mid Norway
and North Norway.
Lawyer on assignment.

Ellen Eikeseth Mjøs
Head of Investigation
Division West Norway.
Lawyer on assignment.

Persons on Assignment /
Ronald Eriksen Brevik
Lawyer and partner in
Riisa & Co.

Audun Lillestølen
Lawyer and partner in
the law firm LYNX.

Trond Eirik Aansløkken
Lawyer in
Kindem & Co.

Tone Bergan
Specialist in psychology
at the University of
Bergen.

Jørn Mejdell Jakobsen
Lawyer in own law firm.

Eirik Nåmdal
Lawyer in the law firm
Turid Mæland.

Eva Jarbekk
Lawyer and partner in
the law firm LYNX.

Kai Stephansen
Lawyer and partner in
the law firm
Strand & Co.

Tor Erik Heggøy
Partner and lawyer in
the law firm Tenden.

Odd Rune Torstrup
Lawyer in the law
community Torstrup og
Grøsfjeld.
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Brief notes on some Bureau Employees /

Thomas Nordberg
Investigative Prosecutor

Pål Hoff Johansen
Special Investigator

Camilla Nilsson
Special Investigator

Law degree from the University of Oslo,
1995. Experience as a lawyer in private
practice with Christian Wiig & Co., corporate lawyer for the Norrein Group and police
lawyer in Sør-Trøndelag Police District.

Graduated from the Police University
College in 1983. Experience as an internal
investigator/internal auditor at Gjensidige Forsikring, Special Investigator at the
National Authority for Investigation and
Prosecution of Economic and Environmental Crime (Økokrim), Senior Adviser at the
Tax Crime Unit in Oslo and Akershus and as
a police officer/rural police officer.

Graduated from the Swedish National
Police Academy in 1993. Experience running a one-person enterprise, as a project
manager in a private company and from
Stange and Hamar Municipality. Police
officer at Norrmalspolisen Stockholms PD
and Länskriminalen Stockholm.

Helle Gulseth
Investigative Prosecutor

Mie Willumsen
Senior Executive Officer
- criminal case processing
Experience as front office secretary at the
office of the Director of Public Prosecutions
and as an accountant at AS Regnskap &
Revisjon.

Mona Skaaden-Bjerke
Legal Adviser

Law degree from the Universities of Bergen
and Oslo from 2000. Experience as assistant
lawyer/lawyer/partner at the law firm
Drevland & Grape DA, three years working
as a legal adviser on assignments for the
Ministry of Justice in Afghanistan and
Moldova.

Master of Laws from the University of Oslo
spring 2006. Experience as a lawyer in the
Norwegian Public Roads Administration
and as an assistant lawyer at the law firm
Campbell & Co. AS.

About
the Bureau
The Norwegian Bureau for
the Investigation of Police
Affairs was established
on 1 January 2005,
and has responsibility
for investigating cases
concerning whether
employees of the police or
prosecuting authority have
committed criminal offences
in the course of duty.

T

he Bureau is not part of the police or

Open and positive communication

the ordinary prosecuting authority. The

“One of the reasons for establishing the

Bureau is an independent institution

Bureau was to strengthen public confiden-

administratively subordinate to the Ministry

ce in the ability and willingness of society to

of Justice and Public Security (Civil Affairs

investigate and prosecute criminal offen-

Department) and professionally subordinate

ces committed by employees of the police

to the Director of Public Prosecutions. The

and prosecuting authority.

Director of Public Prosecutions may issue
orders to the Bureau concerning initiation,

A major condition for achieving this obje-

implementation and suspension of investi-

ctive is that the general public be provided

gations.

with information on the system and on how
the Bureau is organised, how it functions

The Director of Public Prosecutions also

and what decisions it makes.

considers appeals against decisions made
by the Bureau. The Bureau is headed by its

It is essential that the Bureau establishes,

Director, and investigations are conducted

as far as possible, an open and positive

by three regional Investigation Divisions that

channel of communication with the media

submit recommendations (proposals) to

concerning the work of the Bureau in ge-

the Director regarding how a question of

neral as well as individual cases.

prosecution should be decided. The work
of the Bureau is carried out by permanent

By means of correct and impartial infor-

employees and by persons engaged on

mation, the Bureau’s standpoint and its

assignment.

decisions will be more easily understood
and accepted. Provision of information
concerning individual cases requires a
well considered strategy and awareness
of what information one may or should
provide in any given situation.”
(The Director of Public Prosecutions’ circular
No. 3/2006)
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